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 Overview

Overview
HERM 561 explores interpretive programming as a specialized process that
affects most aspects of museum and heritage operations, especially exhibitions
and other public programming. In this course, a range of technologies and
techniques are studied, including First- and Third-person Interpretation, the use
of New Media, text writing for exhibitions and other applications, and Visitor
Studies. All of these activities are grounded in theories about how people learn.
This course introduces these theoretical and applied issues in interpretive
programming through a range of readings and assignments that deal with the
purpose of museum interpretation, its central concepts and terminology, as well
as the significant issues and debates in the field.

 Outline

Outline
HERM 561 is made up of ten units:


Unit 1: Introduction to Museum Interpretation



Unit 2: Informal and Formal Learning Strategies



Unit 3: Interpretation in Museum Exhibitions



Unit 4: Different Forms of Exhibition



Unit 5: Interpretation Using Print



Unit 6: Interpretation Using New Media



Unit 7: Bringing History Alive: First and Third Person Interpretation



Unit 8: Visitor Studies



Unit 9: Community Partnerships and Interpretation



Unit 10: School Programs in Museums

 Objectives

Objectives
HERM 561: Advanced Issues in Interpretive Programming introduces students to

some of the basic issues and practices in heritage interpretation. After
completing the course, you should be able to:












Explain the main types of interpretation programming used in museums
and historic sites.
Discuss how interpretive programming contributes to the “visitor
experience.”
Identify and describe current and emerging issues.
Discuss the social controversies, ethical questions, and methodologies of
practice that characterize the current field of interpretive programming.
Identify and describe methods and approaches to interpretive
programming and how they relate and form part of related activities such
as exhibition planning, school programming, and public programming in
general.
Identify and describe the objectives and methods used in evaluating visitor
needs.

 Evaluation

Evaluation
To receive credit in HERM 561, you must complete all assignments and achieve a
course composite grade of at least C (60 percent).
Activity

Weight

Assignment 1: Participation in Online Discussions

20%

Activity

Weight

Assignment 2: Moderation of One Online Discussion

10%

Assignment 3: Writing Interpretive Text

35%

Assignment 4: Interpretation Policy Framework

35%

Total

100%

 Materials

Materials
All course materials are available online.

 Important Links

Important Links


Academic Advising



Program Planning



Request Assistance



Student Services
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